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In 1882 Weber showed that any primitive binary quadratic form with integral 
coefficients represents infinitely many primes in any arithmetic progression 
consistent with the generic characters of the form. In this paper it is shown 
that for any two primitive integral binary quadratic forms with unequal but 
fundamental discriminants, there is an infinite set of prime numbers p in any 
arithmetic progression consistent with the generic characters of the forms 
such that both forms represent p. 
In 1882 Weber [4] proved that any primitive binary quadratic form 
with integral coefficients represents infinitely many prime numbers in 
any arithmetic progression consistent with the generic characters of the 
form. An attempt is made here to extend this result to forms with unequal 
discriminants. 
Throughout this paperf, andf, will represent primitive binary quadratic 
forms with integral coefficients and discriminants 4 and d, (dl # dJ 
which until otherwise stated are assumed to be field discriminants. Take 
x1 ,..., xs (S may be 0) to be the generic characters which are common 
to forms with discriminants dl and dz . Our first objective is the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 1. If xi(h) = xjcfi) for j = l,..., s then there exists a set S 
of prime numbers p of positive Dirchlet density such that both fi and fi 
represent each p E S. 
The proof of Theorem 1 follows from some results in algebraic number 
theory which we now derive. For definition of terms appearing in the 
next theorem the reader is referred to Lang [l]. 
TLIRORRM 2. Let kl and kz be finite Galois extensions of the number 
jield k, rn, (i = 1, 2) denote the cycle of ki which is the product of the real 
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intnite prime spots of ki and P,,,i denote the subgroup of principal ideals 
of k, which are generated by elements LY = 1 (mod* mr). AIso /et 
CF’(kJ denote the class field of ki corresponding to P,,,, and set 
L = CF’(kd n CF’(k&. Further take c$ to be a m,-ideal class of ki and let 
ui be the image of ti under the Artin map (i = 1,2). Then 
if and only if there exists a set S of primes p of k having positive Dedekind 
density such that each p E S splits completely in k,kz , has a prime ideal 
factor pi in ki with pi belonging to the mi-ideal class Ci (i = 1,2) and 
~1 n (kz n k,) = PZ n @I n kz). 
Proof Let K = CF‘(k,) CF’(k,). If q 1 L = u2 1 L then there is an 
element u E G(K/k) such that 
u 1 CF’(k<) = ui (i = 1, 2). 
Note u ties k,k, and K/k,k, is Abelian. By the Cebotarev density theorem, 
Lang [l, p. 1691, the set ~7 of primes P of kIkz which are linear over k 
and have Artin symbol 
(q&)=, 
has density l/[K : k,k,]. If S = (p E k 1 p = P n K, P E sp) then S has 
density at least l/[K : k] and each p ES splits completely in kIkz since 
it has one linear factor there and klkz/k is Galois. For each p E S let 
ps = P n ki (i = 1,2), where P E P’ is a prime factor of p in k,kz . Thus, 
( 
CF’(kdlki = u, 
Pi 1 
2 
and so pr belongs to the m,-ideal class ti (i = 1,2). Also p1 n (kI n k,) = 
P n (kI n k,) = pz n (kI n kJ. 
Conversely, if such a set S of primes exists, choose p ES which is 
unramified in k,k, . Since p1 n (kI n k,) = pz n (kI n k,) it follows that 
pr and pz have a common prime divisor P in k,k, . Let ‘@ be a prime 
divisor of P in K and denote the Frobenius symbol [(K/k)/‘@] by u. Then 
u~CP’(ki)=u~(i=1,2)souI)L=u~L=o~~L. 
COROLLARY 3. Let mx + b be any arithmetic progression with 
(m, b) = 1. Let 5 be a primitive mth root of unity and ab be the unique 
element of G(Q(5)/Q) such that ~~(5) = 5”. Then 
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.if and only if there exists a set S of rational primes of positive density in 
$he arithmetic progression mx + b satisfying the conclusion of Theorem 2. 
’ Proof. If (Tb 1 K r? Q(c) = 0 1 K n Q(t) then there is a r E G(K(n/Q) 
such that r 1 Q(t) = ub and T 1 K = a. Note T Iixes k,kz and K([)/klka 
is Abelian. By the Ceobtarev density theorem the set Y of primes P of 
klk8 which are linear over Q and with .((K([)/hk,)/P) = T has density 
l/[K(5) : k,k,]. As above the set 
S={pEQIp=PnQ,PeY} 
satisfies the conditions of Theorem 2. However, 
so p = b mod m, see Weiss [5, p. 2581. The converse is proved by the 
same method used in Theorem 2. 
LEMMA 4. Let K,/k, be a finite Abelian extension and let Kdk be 
a finite Galois extension. If k, n K, = k then Kl I-I K,/k is Abelian. 
Proof. If L = Kl n K, then by hypothesis L n kl = k. Hence, 
G(L/k) N G(k,L/kJ, but the latter group is Abelian. 
LEMMA 5. Let ki = Q(d:la) have discriminant di for i = 1,2. If 
dl 7 d2 then kl n CF’(k,) = Q 
Proof. If there exists a prime q which divides dl but not d, then q is 
totally ramified in kl but unramified in CF’(k,). Otherwise dl = &2d, 
with dz = 4 (mod 8). From Herz [2] we see (i-2)li2 4 CF’(k& In either 
case kl n CF’(k,) = Q. 
COROLLARY 6. If dl # da then CF’(k,) n CF’(k,)/Q is Abelian. 
Proof. Immediate from Lemmas 4 and 5 unless 4 = -d, (d, > 0) and 
kl C CP’(k,) n CF’(k,). To handle this case let CF(kd denote the Hilbert 
class field of k, and note that [CF’(k& : CF(kS)] = 1 or 2. Since CF(ka is 
real we have kl n CF(k,) = Q and by Lemma 4 CF’(kJ n CF(k,)/Q is 
Abelian. Now we may assume [CF’(kh n CF’(k,) : CF’(k,) n CF(k,)] = 2 
and k, C CF’(k,) n CF’(k.J so CF’(k& n CF’(ka is the compositum of 
two Abelian extensions and, hence, is Abelian over Q. 
PROPOSITION 7. Let fi and fi be forms satisfying the conditions of 
Theorem 1. Take ai to be the ideal in Q(dt”) corresponding to fi , see 
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Cahn [3, p. 2031, and let ui E G(CF’(kJ/k,) be the image of a, (i = 1,2) 
under the Artin map. Then 
$lL = %I& 
where L = CF’(k3 n CF’(k,). 
Proof. By Weber [4] there exist prime numbers pl and pz witd 
p1 = pz (mod 4) such that pi does not divide (dl , d& and is represented 
by the form J;: for i = 1,2. By Corollary 6 L/Q is Abelian and so by 
Herz [2] it is a compositum of quadratic number fields Q((eq)‘/“) where 
E = &l and q is 1 or a prime number. From Dickson [6, p. 821 we see 
that (.E : fi) and (ft : q) (or (2 : &) if q = 2) are common generic characters 
of fi and fi when Q(cq)l/” C L. Thus for q odd we have 
(PI/q) = (P2/4), 
and since p1 = pa (mod 4) by quadratic reciprocity 
Ifq=2wehave 
(cqilp3 = (Eq/Pz)* 
(2ElPl) = (24Pz). 
Hence by Weiss [5, p. 2361 
where k = Q((eq)1/2). However 9 
k/Q ( ) Pi = uil k for i=1,2 
SO 
and, thus, 
u1 I k = u2 I k 
Ul 1 L = a, 1 L. 
Proof of Theorem 1. We can apply Theorem 2 to the u, and ua of 
Proposition 7. This gives a set of rational primes p of positive density 
each of which splits completely in Q((d#ja, (d&‘/3 and has a prime ideal 
factor pi in Q(d:“) belonging to the m,-ideal class of a, (i = 1,2). By 
Theorem 6, Cohn [3, p. 2041 we see the form determined by pi is properly 
equivalent to the formh (i = 1,2). Hence, both fi and fa represent p. 
We can now prove the following generalization of Theorem 1. 
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THJZOREM 8. Let fl and fi sati#y the hypothesis of Theorem 1. In any 
arithmetic progression mx + b (with (m, b) = 1) which is consistent with 
all generic characters of both fi andfa , there exists a set S of primes having 
positive density such that each p E S is represented by both fi andfi . 
Proof. With the terminology of Proposition 7, we wish to apply 
Corollary 3. Since K A Q(5> is an Abelian extension of Q, we again see 
by Herz [2] that it must be a compositum of quadratic extensions of the 
rationals. If the arithmetic progression mx + b is consistent with all the 
generic characters of both fi and fi then as in Proposition 7 
ub 1 K n Q(C) = 0 1 K n Q(5), 
where u and (Tb are defined in Theorem 2 and Corollary 3, respectively. 
Hence, we can apply Corollary 3 and the desired result follows. 
Remark. It is easily seen that the requirement d, # d, cannot be 
eliminated since a prime p is represented by a form f of discriminant d 
only if p has a prime factor in Q(d112) belonging to the m-ideal class 
associated with f. Since only one m-ideal class and its inverse can contain 
prime factors of p it is follows that at most two classes of forms in a genus 
of discriminant d wilI represent the same prime numbers, but the number 
of classes in a genus increases with the discriminant. 
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